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Numerical Methods for Image Registration (Numerical Mathematics and Scientific Computation)Oxford University Press, 2004

	Based on the author's lecture notes and research, this well-illustrated and comprehensive text is one of the first to provide an introduction to image registration with particular emphasis on numerical methods in medical imaging. Ideal for researchers in industry and academia, it is also a suitable study guide for graduate mathematicians,...
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Categorical Data Analysis With Sas and Spss ApplicationsPsychology Press, 2003

	This book is primarily designed for a senior undergraduate class in Categorical Data Analysis and for majors in biomedical, biostatistics and statistics programs, but can also be used as reference text for researchers working in the area, and /or for an introductory text in a graduate course on the subject. A prerequisite of a one year...
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Computational Fluid Dynamics: Principles and ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 2001


	The history of Computational Fluid Dynamics, or CFD for short,, started in

	the early 1970’s. Around that time, it became an acronym for a combination

	of physics, numerical mathematics, and, to some extent, computer sciences employed

	to simulate fluid flows. The beginning of CFD was triggered by the

	availability of...
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Distortion in RF Power Amplifiers (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003

	A treatment of distortion in RF power amplifiers. It seeks to offer guidance on designing easily linearizable systems that have low memory effects. The reader is offered a detailed understanding of how the matching impedances of a power amplifier and other RF circuits can be tuned to minimize overall distortion. It also demonstrates how to...
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Mathematics for 3D Game Programming and Computer Graphics, Second Edition (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2003
This completely updated second edition illustrates the mathematical concepts that a game programmer would need to develop a professional-quality 3D engine. Although the book is geared toward applications in game development, many of the topics appeal to general interests in 3D graphics. It starts at a fairly basic level in areas such as vector...
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MATLAB Differential and Integral CalculusApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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Complex Variables DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Complex variables, and its more advanced version, complex analysis, is one of the most fascinating areas in pure and applied mathematics. It all started when mathematicians were mystified by equations that could only be solved if you could take the square roots of negative numbers. This seemed bizarre, and back then nobody could imagine that...
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Analysis of Numerical MethodsDover Publications, 1994
Excellent advanced-undergraduate and graduate text covers norms, numerical solution of linear systems and matrix factoring, iterative solutions of nonlinear equations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, polynomial approximation and more. Careful analysis and stress on techniques for developing new methods. Features examples and problems. 1966 edition....
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Coplanar Waveguide Circuits Components & SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Up-to-date coverage of the analysis and applications of coplanar waveguides to microwave circuits and antennas


	The unique feature of coplanar waveguides, as opposed to more conventional waveguides, is their uniplanar construction, in which all of the conductors are aligned on the same side of the substrate. This feature simplifies...
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HVAC FundamentalsFairmont Press, 2007
HVAC Fundamentals covers the full range of HVAC systems used in today’s facilities. This is a comprehensive book providing the reader a detailed description of how HVAC systems operate. The HVAC systems are divided into components and controls for air, water, heating, ventilating and air conditioning to clearly illustrate the way in which...
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Handbook of Power System EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Maintaining the reliable and efficient generation, transmission and distribution of electrical power is of the utmost importance in a world where electricity is the inevitable means of energy acquisition, transportation, and utilization, and the principle mode of communicating media. Our modern society is entirely dependent on electricity, so...
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Engineering Mechanics for StructuresDover Publications, 2009

	This is a book about the Mechanics of Solids, Statics, the Strength of Materials, and Elasticity Theory. But that doesn’t mean a thing unless you have had a course in the Mechanics of Solids, Statics, the Strength of Materials, or Elasticity Theory. I assume you have not; let us try again:


	This is a book that builds upon what...
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